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Abstract: This paper is intended to present an algorithm for the
K-means Clustering which can identify the nearest cluster as well
as the best cost cluster form is required too. The developed
algorithm is distance based algorithm. K-means clustering is a
type of unsupervised learning, which is used when you have
unlabeled data (i.e., data without defined categories or groups).
The goal of this algorithm is to find groups in the data, with the
number of groups represented by the variable K. The algorithm
works iteratively to assign each data point to one of K groups
based on the features that are provided. Data points are clustered
based on feature similarity. The results of the K-means clustering
algorithm are: The centroids of the K clusters, which can be used
to label new data Labels for the training data (each data point is
assigned to a single cluster).
Keywords: K-means, Data Mining, Euclidean Distance,
Manhattan Distance Formula, Iterative Active Clustering.

1. Introduction
The K-Means clustering algorithm is used to find groups
which have not been explicitly labeled in the data. This can be
used to confirm business assumptions about what types of
groups exist or to identify unknown groups in complex data
sets. Once the algorithm has been run and the groups are
defined, any new data can be easily assigned to the correct
group.
Clustering is a way that classify the raw data reasonably and
searches the hidden patterns that may exist in datasets. It is a
process of grouping data objects into disjointed clusters so that
the data in the same cluster are similar, yet data belonging to
different cluster differ. The demand for organizing the sharp
increasing data and learning valuable information from data,
which makes clustering techniques are widely applied in many
application areas such as artificial intelligence, biology,
customer relationship management, data compression, data
mining, information retrieval, image processing, machine
learning, marketing, medicine, pattern recognition, psychology,
statistics and so on.
K-means is a numerical, unsupervised, non-deterministic,
iterative method. It is simple and very fast, so in many practical
applications, the method is proved to be a very effective way
that can produce good clustering results. But it is very suitable
for producing globular clusters. Several attempts were made by
researchers to improve efficiency of the k-means algorithms. In

previous researches, there is an improved k-means algorithm
based on weights. This is a new partitioning clustering
algorithm, which can handle the data of numerical attribute, and
it also can handle the data of symbol attribute. Meanwhile, this
method reduces the impact of isolated points and the “noise”,
so it enhances the efficiency of clustering. However, this
method has no improvement on the complexity of time. In
previous researches, it proposed a systematic method to find the
initial cluster centers, this centers obtained by this method are
consistent with the distribution of data. Hence this method can
produce more accurate clustering results than the standard kmeans algorithm, but this method does not have any
improvements on the executive time and the time complexity of
algorithm. This paper presents an improved k-means algorithm.
Although this algorithm can generate the same clustering
results as that of the standard k-means algorithm, the algorithm
of this paper proposed is superior to the standard k-means
method on running time and accuracy, thus enhancing the speed
of clustering and improving the time complexity of algorithm.
By comparing the experimental results of the standard k-means
and the improved k-means, it shows that the improved method
can effectively shorten the running time.
2. Literature survey
Many methods have been proposed for clustering on
dynamic or incremental datasets such as recently developed
density based algorithms [1]. In these type of methods, an
updated list of cluster densities must be generated after applying
new changes. Even though this can be done in linear time, it is
not optimal because these algorithms can’t use the previously
calculated data without approximations [2], which means that
we must do all of the calculations again in order to generate
fully accurate clusters. Most of the current methods don’t use
their own previous results as a source of data for clustering the
dataset after submitting the changes because they’re not
designed for reclustering (Applying the new changes
dynamically and update the clusters). Some modifications must
be done on the basis of these algorithms to let them use the
differential data for updating the results instead of recalculating
them [3].
One of the main types of clustering algorithms that is fairly
commonly used is centroid based algorithms [4], out of which
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K-means is the most commonly-used. The basic K-means
method was proposed by Lloyd in 1957 [5]. Since then, many
researchers worked to enhance K-means Clustering algorithm
for different purposes. Some tried to accelerate the algorithm
by reducing the redundant centroid calculations with
mathematical approaches, for example by using triangle
inequality [6] or by using KD-trees [7] or blacklisting methods
[8]. Elkan’s proposed method [9], defines an upper bound for
each node based on its distance to its current cluster centroid. It
reduces the calculations by skipping the clusters where the node
can’t move on to, which accelerates K-means eventually.
Hamerly proposed an- other similar algorithm [10] which was
using the second nearest centroid for each node to determine a
lower bound for them as well. Later, Drake and Hamerly
proposed a better method for accelerating K-means by using
adaptive distance bounds [11]. Another approach for
accelerating K-means was filtering and ignoring the nodes that
are not going to move to a new cluster anymore [12]. These
methods use an extra dataset to keep track of the closer nodes
to centroids. It’s not possible to determine which version will
work faster on a certain dataset before testing it, as the
initializing factors (how first centroids were chosen and the
number of clusters - K) and nodes density (the structure of
dataset) have direct effects on these methods efficiency.
However, the presented test results show that Hamerly
enhancements are doing generally better on some typical
datasets [13].
Another type of proposed enhancements on K-means was
trying to increase the algorithm accuracy [14]. For that, one
needs to define the meaning of accuracy as “clustering is in the
eyes of beholder” [15] meaning one’s definition of a “correct”
clustering on a specific dataset depends on what they expect
from the clustering system.
Some others were focused on implementing K-means on data
with specific requirements. For example, some requirements
are using it on data with more dimensions [16] or using it on
peer to peer networks and mobile networks [17]. As we can’t
always have a server to do the calculations, these enhancements
rely on their predictions and local synchronization to achieve
an acceptable result. These algorithms are trying to converge on
a set of centroids that are as close as possible to the centroids
that would have been produced if the data from all the nodes
were first centralized then K-means were run [16]. In other
words, they use a nearly accurate cluster map to cover the peer
to peer relationship between the separated nodes in the graph.
Recently, a lot of developments, protocols, and algorithms have
been proposed that are following the same trend [17].
Furthermore, to be able to use clustering or re-clustering
algorithms in practice (for example in image processing and
computer vision [18] or for Routing [19] some modifications
had been done on them. These algorithms are enormously better
than the theoretical older and original versions for their specific
applications.
Another enhancement was improving K-means to be able to
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keep producing results in a dynamic network [20]. When we
use the term “Dynamic Network” we refer to a network that is
changing over time. Most of these enhanced algorithms, will
only apply the change on the cluster which had the node
originally (if the change is a node removal) or the one which is
getting this new node (if the change is a node addition) and will
ignore the impact of that change on other clusters because they
want to re-cluster dynamically [21]. The only update these
algorithms will do is to notify all the clusters about the centroid
movements to keep the whole clustering system valid, but the
result is not optimal. Since the movement impact on neighbor
clusters was ignored, there might be nodes in that neighborhood
which are not in a cluster with the nearest centroid [22].
The amount of the nodes that are not optimally clustered will
aggrandize over time, which will increase the clustering error
after a long stream of changes are applied on the network [23].
That is why making sure the algorithm will stay valid overtime
was another challenge in this topic. Several methods for
working on dynamic incremental networks [24] have been
purposed. The core idea of all of these approaches is to use the
last valid clustered network and the set of centroids of that
network to re-initialize the original algorithm on the whole
network.
Re-clustering and determining the best cluster for the nodes
in an online data stream is the state of the art. The suggested
algorithms will work on any cluster shape but they can only
work on inserted nodes and won’t consider node removals so
these algorithms can’t consider the changing in the location of
nodes or node links [25]. In addition, we can use the
mathematical basis of the still fairly used centroid based
clustering algorithms to achieve a better result.
3. Proposed algorithm
K-means classical method works over the fix cluster count,
however in this paper an algorithm with multiple cluster count
and hence an optimal cluster is picked from all the generated
clusters. A dataset of any length can be taken as an input, source
of it here in this thesis is UC Irvine. Also the length of the
dataset for the test purposes varies from 20 to 1000 depending
upon the availability of the system hardware.
The algorithm works over the principle of selecting the
optimal cluster out of the numerous cluster on the basis of the
shortest distance between the centroids and the participant
points of the workspace selected for the clustering.
Proposed methodology works over creating 9 cluster starting
with 2 clusters and maximum it goes up to 10 clusters in which
the participating data of the dataset gets clustered, for selecting
the centroid a MATLAB script is designed which on the basis
of number of clusters required selects the centroid from the
dataset.
On further processing the algorithm uses the Euclidean and
the Manhattan Distance formula for calculating the distance
between the centroids and the rest of the dataset values or
coordinates.
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The Euclidean distance or Euclidean metric is the "ordinary"
straight-line distance between two points in Euclidean space.
With this distance, Euclidean space becomes a metric space.
The associated norm is called the Euclidean norm. Older
literature refers to the metric as the Pythagorean metric.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented an overview on optimal K-Means
clustering with dual distance cost estimation
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